
EVENTS AT 
CAESAR 
AUGUSTUS

www.caesar-augustus.com



CUISINE

www.caesar-augustus.com



Chef Eduardo Vuolo’s exquisite 
culinary creations are guaranteed to 
delight the senses…



THE
CHEF

www.caesar-augustus.com



Fresh, simple and prepared with 
passion, Eduardo Vuolo’s exquisite 
zero-mile cuisine combines local 
gastronomic traditions with the 
latest in culinary innovation



THE
LOCATION

www.caesar-augustus.com



 Our panoramic 
dining venues are the 

perfect places in 
which to host an 

intimate 
 wedding party or 

private dinner

www.caesar-augustus.com



Le Terrazze are suitable for intimate 
ceremonies and private dinners for 
a minimum of 2 to a maximum of 60 
guests. Chef Eduardo Vuolo’s exquisite 
cuisine, together with a highly curated 
selection of wines, is guaranteed to 
delight all the senses

Occupying one of the most panoramic (and 
most photographed!) corners of Caesar 
Augustus, La Terrazza Cesare is a much 
sought-after setting for spectacular symbolic 
weddings for 2 to 160 people
SERVICE: aperitif
AREA: 25X7,5 mt.

VIEW: Sorrento, Punta Campanella, 
Ischia Procida

2-160

TERRAZZA CESARE



Caesar Augustus’ panoramic poolside 
is the  perfect location for open air 
cocktails and dinners

A BORDO PISCINA

SERVICE: dinner
AREA: 27 mt.
VIEW: Isola di Ischia

IMPERIAL TABLE: 10-22 pax
TABLE PLAN: from 8 to 10 pax

60
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La Terrazza Vele is the perfect choice 
for an intimate wedding reception or 
anniversary party for 15 to 35 people 

TERRAZZA VELE

SERVICE: lunch/dinner
AREA: 5,60 X 8,40 mt.
VIEW: Isola di Ischia

IMPERIAL TABLE: 10-22 pax
TABLE PLAN: from 8 to 10 pax

15-35



La Terrazza 
Sorrento
An eating experience 
you’ll never forget 

TERRAZZA SORRENTO

SERVICE: pranzo/cena
AREA: 12X4,5 mt.
VIEW: Vesuvio, Sorrento, punta Campanella

IMPERIAL TABLE: 30 pax
TABLE PLAN: from 8 to 10 pax 50 Max



 A secret dining room carved in to the rock 
face, from where magnificent views of the 
Bay fo Naples and the Sorrentine peninsular 
can be admired, La Terrazza del Pensatoio is 
available for the exclusive use of 2 to 6 people

Reserve the Pensatoio terrace for your small 
symbolic wedding and exclusive eating 
experience, directly above the sea, and get 
ready to enjoy your own personalized menu, 
served by a dedicated waiter, surrounded by 
unbelievably beautiful views of the Bay of 
Naples, Mount Vesuvius and the Sorrentine 
peninsular...in total privacy

TERRAZZA PENSATOIO

SERVICE: lunch/dinner
AREA: 5,60 X 8,40 mt.
VIEW: Golfo di Napoli 2-6



With breathtaking views of the Bay 
of Naples, our main restaurant is 
perched right on the cliff edge and yet 
completely sheltered from the wind

RISTORANTE 
LA TERRAZZA DI LUCULLO

SERVICE: lunch/dinner
VIEW: Golfo di Napoli

IMPERIAL TABLE: 10-30 pax

35 max



Ideal for dreamy symbolic weddings 
and glamourous cocktail parties, this 
terrace boasts beautiful views of the 
sun setting over the sea

TERRAZZA TRAMONTI

SERVICE: aperitif/dinner
AREA: 15X9 mt. + 19X12 mt.
VIEW: Isola di Ischia

IMPERIAL TABLE: 10-22 pax
TABLES: from 8 to 10 pax

180 max



Caesar Augustus’ indoor dining room 
overlooks the hotel’s world famous 
infinity pool and the neighboring 
island of Ischia and offers an 
elegant venue for private dinners for 
up to 60 people

SALA INTERNA

SERVICE: lunch/dinner, inside
AREA: 5,60 X 8,40 mt.
VIEW: Isola di Ischia

IMPERIAL TABLE: 10-22 pax
TABLES: from 8 to 10 pax

2-60


